Introduction {#s1}
============

In the preceding work ([@B1]) evidence regarding changes in the sympathetic innervation of secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs) during the activation of the immune system (IS) was presented. Different authors interpreted this phenomenon as "damage" or "injury" of the noradrenergic axons, probably due to the action of endogenous mediators. In contrast to this view, the hypothesis of a neural plasticity adaptive mechanism was postulated --involving axonal degeneration during the activation of the IS with subsequent axonal regeneration once the immune response ceases, thus recovering the innervation pattern of the steady-state. It was also proposed that this mechanism may be mediated by molecules such as neurotrophins and semaphorins.

One of the main remaining questions was whether these changes in innervation would also occur in other non-lymphoid organs and tissues during inflammation, encompassing recruitment of immune cells and/or presence of inflammatory cytokines. Given that the above-mentioned molecules mediating neural plasticity can be produced by immune cells or by other different cell types under cytokine influence ([@B2]--[@B6]), this hypothetical view seems plausible. In support of this, clinical and experimental evidence regarding the loss of sympathetic innervation during different inflammatory conditions is now presented. As part of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), regulates nearly all bodily functions ([@B7]). Hence, a sympathetic dysfunction would become clinically manifest, in cases wherein a compensation against this hypothetical impaired noradrenergic transmission is insufficient, implying life-threatening consequences in some circumstances.

Nature is unlikely to orchestrate complex and energy-wasting mechanisms for nothing. As the nervous system (NS) regulates most phases of the immune response, mainly through the SNS ([@B8]--[@B11]), the immunological meaning for this postulated retraction of the noradrenergic terminals both in SLOs and in non-lymphoid tissues during immune-mediated processes is also proposed.

Sepsis and Septic Shock
-----------------------

Sepsis is one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality throughout the world consisting of a dysregulated systemic inflammatory response syndrome against a specific pathogen infection. Sepsis with organic dysfunction is called severe sepsis, which can progress to septic shock, characterized by persistent hypotension \<65 mmHg leading to a state of acute circulatory failure ([@B12]--[@B15]). Organic dysfunction in severe sepsis can include renal, hepatic, cardiac or pulmonary failure, lactic acidosis, thrombocytopenia with abnormalities in coagulation or multiple organ failure. Bacterial endotoxins such as LPS activate the NF-κB pathway in immune cells with the subsequent production and release to the circulation of inflammatory mediators such as TNF, IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and macrophage migration inhibitory factor, presumably involved in the above-referred clinical alterations.

Vasoplegia and myocardial dysfunction are the two complications of septic shock leading to hemodynamic instability ([@B16], [@B17]). Vasoplegia is defined as a lack of vasculature response to vasopressors ([@B18], [@B19]) leading to a state of persistent peripheral vasodilation, hypotension, and hypoperfusion. Nitric oxide (NO), synthesized by the vascular smooth muscle inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) under the control of cytokines, may play a central role in this regard ([@B20]). As to cardiac function, at the beginning of sepsis, patients have a hyperdynamic phase characterized by an increased cardiac out-put as a reaction to the decreased peripheral vascular resistance. After that, progression toward septic shock is characterized by a depressed activity of the ventricular myocardium along with a reduced ejection fraction. Since this depression cannot be simply explained by hypoperfusion and coronary ischemia, a direct action of inflammatory mediators, as depressants, was postulated ([@B21]--[@B23]). It is currently believed that such depression is multifactorial, involving metabolic alterations and mitochondrial dysfunction of the cardiomyocytes, reduced calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and impaired electromechanical coupling at the myofibrillar level ([@B17]). These alterations seem to be caused by different cytokines produced and released from activated immune cells, as well as NO.

The first-line treatment for the maintenance of hemodynamic stability in septic shock is norepinephrine (NA) -or other sympathomimetics such as dopamine or dobutamine through their effects on α- and β-adrenoreceptors (ARs) and their high vasoconstrictive action and inotropic effect on the vascular and cardiac muscle, respectively ([@B12]--[@B15]). Vasopressin can also be used, to reduce NA doses.

Sympathetic noradrenergic fibers normally mediate vasoconstriction by acting on α~1~-ARs from the smooth muscle of arteries and veins, thus regulating peripheral vascular resistance. On the other hand, by acting on β~1~-ARs, the sympathetic activity increases myocardial contractility -both atrial and ventricular- as well as the heart rate ([@B7]). As commented, during sepsis and septic shock inflammatory mediators can lead to vasodilation and a decrease in peripheral vascular resistance as well as depression of myocardial activity. Regardless of the action of inflammatory mediators, the question emerges as to why the SNS fails to overcome this alteration to maintain hemodynamic stability, raising the need for exogenous sympathomimetics administration to keep the patient alive. It follows that some impairment in the noradrenergic transmission is likely to exist during sepsis and septic shock. Considering that sepsis is a systemic inflammatory response, it may be hypothesized that even in the absence of immune cells infiltrating the vessel walls or the heart, circulating inflammatory mediators favor a probable retraction of the noradrenergic terminals, leading to an impairment in sympathetic transmission, as it may happen in SLOs during IS activation ([@B1]). In line with the proposed hypothesis, this impairment may be due to the action of neurotrophins and semaphorins with possible re-expression of p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR) in vascular and cardiac sympathetic nerves in an inflammatory milieu ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These molecules might be locally produced under the influence of cytokines, as found in different tissues ([@B2]--[@B6]). A possible action of netrin-1, an axon guidance molecule able to mediate neural fibers retraction, expressed in epithelial and endothelial cells under inflammatory influences, may not be discarded ([@B24], [@B25]); in addition to a probably direct action of some inflammatory cytokines, given their regulatory role in neurogenesis and synaptic function ([@B26], [@B27]).

![Clinical and experimental evidence of sympathetic structural and functional alterations in many inflammatory scenarios. In different situations in which compensatory mechanisms against sympathetic blockade may be insufficient or may have failed to evolve, sympathetic dysfunction is likely to become evident. This may apply to chronic inflammatory diseases, the ones due to hypersensitivity reactions (maladaptive immune reactions *per se*), and situations of protracted and dysregulated immune responses failing to eradicate pathogens, i.e., prolonged septicemia. Physiological effects of sympathetic nervous system on different organs are depicted on the left, together with the involved adrenergic-receptor. Evidence suggestive of sympathetic impairment in different pathological conditions is shown on the right. PGP 9.5, protein gene product 9.5; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; T1DM, type 1 diabetes mellitus; BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophin factor; p75NTR, p75 neurotrophin receptor; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; NGF, nerve growth factor; AD, atopic dermatitis: NA, norepinephrine. \*Mediated by sympathetic adrenergic and non-adrenergic transmission.\*\*Parasympathetic cholinergic neurotransmission elicits in turn bronchoconstriction, increases mucus production and favors airway remodeling (through muscarinic mediated proliferation of bronchial smooth myocytes and fibroblasts). \*\*\*Mediated by sympathetic non-adrenergic transmission.](fendo-10-00633-g0001){#F1}

This sympathetic dysfunction may not only explain the lack of vasoconstriction reflex, but also other alterations observed in sepsis and septic shock, like myocardial metabolic alterations and reduced intracellular calcium in cardiomyocytes, contributing to a decreased contractility ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, sympathetic action has very important metabolic functions since NA increases glucose uptake in brown fat and heart ([@B28], [@B29]), by mechanisms other than insulin ([@B30]), like the important enhancement of GLUT1 functional activity ([@B31]). NA also stimulates glucose utilization by myocytes ([@B32]), thyrocytes and platelets. As to calcium levels, endotoxins and cytokines alter and suppress L-type calcium currents in cardiomyocytes, possibly via changes in the autonomic regulation of this channel ([@B33]--[@B35]). Calcium trafficking is also linked to mitochondrial function and integrity ([@B17]).

Different authors raised the view of an autonomic dysfunction in multiple organ failure as contributing significantly to the pathogenesis of this syndrome ([@B36]--[@B38]). In fact, a decreased sympathetic activity has been observed in the early course of severe sepsis that may contribute to circulatory and cardiac failure ([@B39]). In anesthetized cats, the injection of *Escherichia coli* endotoxin causes a significant decrease in mean blood pressure with a drop in sympathetic activity of the splanchnic nerve ([@B40]). Post-mortem examinations in humans dying from septic shock reveal neuronal and glial apoptosis within cardiovascular autonomic centers with a significantly increased brain expression of TNF and iNOS ([@B41]). Provided a noradrenergic transmission blockade does occur in sepsis, as part of the proposed adaptive neural plasticity mechanism involving sympathetic decreased activity during inflammation, the question remains on how it has evolved when causing hemodynamic instability and even patient death? Being so, other compensatory mechanisms must also exist tending to maintain peripheral vascular resistance and cardiac functionality. Progression toward septic shock with hemodynamic instability may then represent the exhaustion of compensatory programs given the immune incapability to eliminate the pathogen and the persistence of systemic inflammation.

Activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system is a well-characterized physiologic mechanism to prevent hypotension during sepsis ([@B42]). Also, it is worth reminding that vertebrates have two main sources of NA and adrenaline (Adr): the sympathetic nerves and the adrenal medulla. The function of the catecholamines released by the adrenal medulla in the septic scenario is yet poorly understood. Perhaps it may be basically compensatory to preserve hemodynamic stability given the transient blockade of noradrenergic transmission, mainly at the vascular level. Thus, the perpetuation of the sympathetic blockade may exhaust the adrenal medulla in its compensatory attempt along with a certain degree of tissue hypo-responsiveness due to prolonged exposure to circulating catecholamines favoring circulatory instability. In parallel, immunoinflammatory responses are known to also activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, leading to the release of corticosteroids, a major immunomodulatory compound ([@B43], [@B44]). Adrenal insufficiency, at least in terms of corticosteroid production, is present during sepsis ([@B45]), and likely detrimental in this regard considering that corticosteroids regulate vascular reactivity to vasoconstrictors ([@B46]).

The adrenal medulla releases both NA and Adr, in a very variable proportion depending on species \[for review, ([@B47])\]. There are also two independent sympathetic innervation pathways in the adrenal medulla, one mediating the release of Adr and the other one NA. Rat preganglionic sympathetic neurons innervating the Adr-releasing adrenal cells are not influenced by baroreceptor arterial reflexes but stimulated by hypoglycemia. Unlike this, preganglionic neurons that innervate the noradrenergic cells from the adrenal medulla are under a potent baroreceptor arterial reflex control. Thus, Adr released from the adrenal medulla to circulation primarily exerts metabolic effects by mediating glycogenolysis in the liver and skeletal muscle, with no significant effect on the maintenance of circulatory homeostasis. On the other hand, NA released into the plasma from the adrenal medulla has neither metabolic nor hemodynamic effects under physiological conditions. In this sense, it is important to note that, in neuro-effector vascular junctions, NA reaches concentrations in the micromolar range, while circulating NA barely reaches concentrations in the picomolar range, being normally unable to exert any effect. However, under pathophysiological circumstances, this situation changes markedly. In fact, after sympathetic denervation, some effector organs, like vascular smooth and cardiac muscles, develop an adaptive hyper-responsiveness to adrenal circulating NA, viewed as a compensatory mechanism ([@B48]).

During sepsis and septic shock, both Adr and NA plasma levels and ARs expression in different tissues undergo important and varied modifications. In this sense, high levels of circulating catecholamines have been observed during human and experimental sepsis ([@B39], [@B49]--[@B51]). On the other hand, the α~1~-ARs from human hepatocytes experience dynamic changes during sepsis showing an increased, normal or decreased expression in mild, moderate, or severe sepsis, respectively ([@B52]). In septic rats, myocardial ARs were found to be decreased ([@B53], [@B54]). From a hypothetical viewpoint, these variations throughout the sepsis spectrum may reflect an initial blockade of sympathetic neurotransmission and a subsequent over-exposure to circulating adrenal catecholamines.

Anaphylaxis and Anaphylactic Shock
----------------------------------

The term anaphylaxis is used to describe a rapid and widespread immunological reaction occurring after exposure to certain substances in previously sensitized persons \[for review ([@B55], [@B56])\]. The most frequent triggers are food, medicines, and insect bites, causing a type I immediate hypersensitivity reaction. Clinically, the most common life-threatening manifestations include angioedema, pulmonary edema, bronchospasm, and hemodynamic instability in cases of anaphylactic shock, characterized by hypotension due to decreased peripheral vascular resistance, and occasionally myocardial depression.

Cells implicated in this reaction are mast cells and granulocytes, which upon degranulation release pre-formed and newly and rapidly synthesized inflammatory mediators into the systemic circulation. Among these mediators, the most important ones are histamine, tryptase, chymase, bradykinin, and heparin as well as metabolites from the arachidonic acid, including products of the lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase pathways such as prostaglandins and leukotrienes. During severe anaphylaxis episodes, there is concomitant activation of complement and coagulation pathways, and the kallikrein-kinin contact system. These mediators are capable of inducing vasodilation and mucosal edema, bronchial smooth muscle contraction, and increased mucus production. As in septic shock, the first-line treatment is the administration of fluids and sympathomimetics like Adr ([@B57], [@B58]), which reverses all features of anaphylaxis. In fact, stimulation of α-ARs increases peripheral vascular resistance, raising the blood pressure while reversing peripheral vasodilation and decreasing angioedema. Stimulation of β~1~-ARs has positive inotropic and chronotropic effects on the cardiac muscle, whereas β~2~-ARs stimulation leads to bronchodilation. β-ARs also increase the production of intracellular cyclic AMP, which stabilizes mast cells, inhibiting further mediator release. At this point, one might wonder why the organism does not respond with an increased sympathetic tone to such a massive systemic release of these inflammatory mediators and hence maintaining homeostasis with no need of exogenous catecholamine administration. Once again, there may exist a blockade of sympathetic transmission during anaphylactic shock, probably mediated by mechanisms like those proposed for septic shock ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Several years ago, the group of Levi-Montalcini described the production, storage, and release of nerve growth factor (NGF) by mast cells, suggesting interactions between the NS and IS ([@B59]). Probably the adrenal production and release of catecholamines may be insufficient in these cases to counterbalance the SNS dysfunction in front to such a massive maladaptive reaction.

Supporting the hypothesis of the sympathetic transmission blockade in the pathophysiology of distributive shock, it is worth remembering that the disruption of descending pathways from central centers to spinal sympathetic neurons may also lead to hemodynamic instability. In fact, spinal cord injury provokes different clinical manifestations that will depend on the localization and severity of the lesion, with some patients developing neurogenic shock in the acute phase, and even multi-organ dysfunction syndrome, mainly in severe cervical lesions ([@B60]). The initial response in these cases consists of a massive sympathetic stimulation and parasympathetic reflex activity lasting 3--4 min due to the release of catecholamines by adrenal glands immediately after the injury. This results in severe hypertension and heart rhythm alterations. After this short initial phase, there is a massive decrease in sympathetic activity, with a reduction in peripheral vascular resistance, marked hypotension and, occasionally, bradycardia due to the absence of sympathetic tone and unimpeded vagal tone, which characterizes the state of shock ([@B61], [@B62]). In contrast, during the chronic phase, some patients display autonomic dysreflexia, after spinal shock resolution, which constitutes a life-threatening syndrome of massive imbalanced reflex sympathetic discharge.

It follows that the solely traumatic lesion of the sympathetic pathway reproduces, in the acute phase, a hemodynamic instability state, like the one seen in sepsis or anaphylaxis ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the treatment of neurogenic shock is also based on the replacement of volume and the administration of sympathomimetic vasopressors.

Acquired Vascular Aneurysms
---------------------------

One of the most frequent forms of acquired aneurysms is the abdominal aortic aneurysm---AAA---([@B63]). AAA consists of a localized and permanent weakening and dilation of this vessel over 50% of its usual diameter or \>3 cm, which in most cases compromises the infrarenal segment. In 65--80-year old men, the prevalence is between 1--2 and 8% according to the series; being 6 times less frequent in women \[for review ([@B64], [@B65])\]. The most important complication is the rupture, which leads to significant bleeding and an estimated 150,000--200,000 deaths yearly worldwide.

Although the pathogenesis of AAA is not yet clearly elucidated, most researchers agree that its development is related to atherosclerosis along with chronic inflammation ([@B63]). In fact, atherosclerosis, previously considered as a disease of lipid storage, involves an important inflammatory response, with presence within the arterial wall of cells from innate and adaptive immunity, and locally produced cytokines ([@B66]--[@B69]). Moreover, targeting of inflammatory adhesion molecules reduces atherosclerosis, whereas, removing or blocking IL-10 or TGF-β accelerates its development.

Apparently, the release of proteolytic enzymes, oxidation-derived free radicals and cytokines during such a chronic inflammatory response leads to a reduction in elastin content, a distorted elastin configuration, increased deposition of type I collagen and reduced type III collagen, in both tunica media and adventitia. These phenomena may also diminish the number of smooth muscle cells leading to a marked thinning of the tunica media, typical of AAA, resulting in a decreased resistance of the arterial wall ([@B70], [@B71]). Search into the literature revealed one study on the AAA innervation through immunohistochemistry for protein gene product 9.5 (PGP 9.5), indicating an apparent increase in the number of nerve fibers in AAA only in the adventitia ([@B71]), without identifying the proper fiber type. Beyond this fact, the question remains whether this increased immunostaining does correspond to a real increase in nerve terminals or to a redistribution within the AAA wall.

Not only in AAA but also in other pathological settings, i.e., tertiary syphilis and "mycotic" aneurysms, the existence of localized chronic inflammation of the arterial wall results in thinning of the tunica media and dilation of the vessel with aneurysm formation. Noticeably, the occurrence of these pathologies is very low nowadays compared to the one recorded in the pre-antibiotic era ([@B72]--[@B75]).

As it is widely known, the SNS innervates the vascular smooth muscle leading to vasoconstriction by acting on α~1~-ARs, thus increasing flow resistance in large and small arteries and arterioles ([@B7]). Beyond this effect, *in vivo*, and *in vitro* studies showed that sympathetic fibers exert a profound trophic effect on vascular smooth muscle, stimulating its proliferation and differentiation, probably not only through NA but also through co-transmitters such as ATP and neuropeptide Y ([@B76]--[@B81]).

Within the setting of the proposed adaptive neural plasticity mechanism, chronic inflammation of the vessel wall may mediate a retraction of the sympathetic fibers and probably the apoptosis of neurons innervating such arterial segment, through p75NTR stimulation ([@B82]--[@B84]). Considering the localized and chronic nature of the inflammatory process, sympathetic denervation may lead to a marked decrease in the trophism of the tunica media of the arterial wall, which may partly explain the weakening and dilation of vessels, with the ensuing aneurysm formation ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Asthma
------

Asthma is a heterogeneous inflammatory disease of the lower airways causing recurrent symptoms and exacerbations. It can develop at any age, but the disease onset is more frequent in childhood or young adulthood, affecting about 7.5% of the adult population \[reviewed in ([@B85]--[@B87])\]. It is characterized by bronchial hyperreactivity, cough, mucus secretion, different degrees of bronchoconstriction and dyspnea. Even when allergic and non-allergic phenotypes are described ([@B88], [@B89]), the immunopathological characteristics of both patient groups are similar and this distinction is not easy. The bronchial mucosa is infiltrated by a series of inflammatory cells, like eosinophils, mast cells, neutrophils, and lymphocytes.

The chemical mediators released by the inflammatory cells in the context of an immediate hypersensitivity reaction (like histamine and arachidonic acid metabolites) seem to be the cause of asthma symptoms. Nevertheless, it has long been thought that the mechanisms put into place by such mediators, linked to disease symptoms, may be of neural nature. For instance, the β-adrenergic blocking theory proposed by Szentivanyi ([@B90]) argued that a diminished responsiveness to β-adrenergic stimulation could increase impulse transmission or receptor stimulation through α-adrenergic or cholinergic pathways. Since then an important body of evidence suggests the existence of an autonomic dysfunction in patients with asthma. Some groups have observed increased bronchial cholinergic responsiveness and β-adrenergic hyporesponsiveness ([@B91]), which would lead to bronchospasm, mucosal edema, augmented mucous secretion, cough, and dyspnea ([@B92]). Moreover, according to some authors, not only asthma symptoms but also the most common ones seen in other respiratory diseases may be explained by a dysfunction in the ANS ([@B93], [@B94]). Furthermore, asthma treatment is currently addressed to reduce inflammation through local or systemic corticosteroids as well as to promote β~2~-adrenergic stimulation or cholinergic inhibition. Other drugs like leukotriene receptor antagonist and leukotriene synthesis inhibitor, along with biological therapies such as antibodies against IgE or IL-5 are also employed ([@B86], [@B87]).

The autonomic innervation of the lower airway is somewhat complex, regulating tones from the bronchial smooth muscle, the vessel wall and the activity of bronchial glands ([@B7]). Parasympathetic nerves are the dominant neural pathway in the control of airway smooth muscle tone and mucus secretion in humans, with acetylcholine (ACh) acting on type 3 muscarinic receptors, promoting bronchoconstriction ([@B95]). The sympathetic innervation in the human airways is fundamentally present in the vicinity of the submucosal glands and the bronchial arteries. The bronchial smooth muscle, on the other hand, does not appear to be directly innervated by adrenergic fibers. However, β-ARs, which mediate bronchorelaxation, are widely distributed in the human lung. It has been postulated that circulating Adr may act on these receptors facilitating the dilation of the bronchial smooth muscle, but there is no convincing evidence in this regard. Nevertheless, the SNS does influence bronchial muscle tone through adrenergic fibers indirectly ([@B96]). In fact, adrenergic transmission can inhibit cholinergic neurotransmission at different levels. In parasympathetic ganglia, which are predominantly and physically associated with larger airways, sympathetic nerves stimulate ARs, thus preventing cholinergic activity ([@B97]). Moreover, in the bronchial walls themselves, sympathetic fibers end on parasympathetic postganglionic nerves, probably inhibiting cholinergic output through stimulation of prejunctional β~2~-ARs ([@B98]). In this sense, it is well-known that the sympathetic blockade induced by treatment with β-blockers produces bronchospasm and precipitates asthma ([@B99], [@B100]). This effect is thought to be caused by blockade of presynaptic β~2~-ARs on cholinergic nerves, which normally inhibits ACh release ([@B98]). In addition to the cholinergic and adrenergic fibers, a non-adrenergic non-cholinergic nervous system exists in the airways, exhibiting inhibitory (bronchodilator) or excitatory (bronchoconstrictor) actions ([@B95]).

To support the hypothesis that symptoms of inflammatory airway diseases are caused by an autonomic dysfunction, some authors have postulated that the different mediators produced and released locally during an inflammatory response may stimulate action potential discharge in parasympathetic nerves leading to bronchoconstriction ([@B93]). Even if this turns out to be true, it cannot be excluded that a primary decreased adrenergic transmission leads to increased cholinergic activity, thus contributing to the development of asthma, within the hypothetical mechanism involving neurotrophins and semaphorins effects on sympathetic nerves ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As commented, these molecules can be produced by the immune cells themselves or by bronchial smooth muscle cells under cytokine influence ([@B2]). As proposed for anaphylaxis, compensatory programs against a possible noradrenergic transmission blockade may simply be insufficient to counterbalance bronchoconstriction in asthma, due to the maladaptive type of the immune response, predominantly immediate hypersensitivity.

Bronchial Hyperreactivity During Acute Inflammation of the Airways
------------------------------------------------------------------

Formerly healthy subjects undergoing viral infections in the respiratory tract are largely known to experience bronchial hyperreactivity without developing clinical asthma. In fact, the inhalation of histamine diphosphate aerosol produces a significantly higher increase in airway resistance from normal subjects with flu, compared to the increase recorded in healthy individuals. Moreover, isoproterenol hydrochloride (a β-adrenergic agonist), and atropine sulfate aerosol (a muscarinic antagonist) inhibit and reverse such increased histamine-induced airway resistance, implying that increased cholinergic and/or decreased adrenergic activity play a role in the contraction of the smooth bronchial muscle in this scenario ([@B101], [@B102]).

In parallel, it is well-known that bronchoconstriction and wheezing resulting from increased bronchial reactivity are much more frequent in childhood during viral respiratory diseases caused by the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), human metapneumovirus, rhinovirus, parainfluenza virus, influenza virus, and adenovirus, among others ([@B103]). Also, RSV infection of the lower respiratory tract in children is associated with an increased risk for the subsequent development of recurrent asthma/wheezing, becoming less likely as age increases ([@B104]). Such association was seen in viral respiratory infections other than the one caused by RSV, as well ([@B105]).

The reason for this persistence of bronchial hyperreactivity beyond the resolution of the infectious disease in early childhood is not currently understood. Viral infections may increase asthma susceptibility by acting onto the neural control of the respiratory tract. Indeed, the airway inflammation may lead to some degree of blockade of adrenergic transmission, thus facilitating cholinergic transmission, through the proposed neural plasticity mechanism ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In theory, previously healthy adults would not experience bronchial obstruction, but rather a certain degree of bronchial hyperreactivity, probably due to the existence of compensatory programs. By opposite, symptoms may be more florid in early childhood, when the NS is still developing. Moreover, since the p75NTR is capable to mediate neuronal apoptosis ([@B82]--[@B84]), it may be speculated that severe airway inflammation in early developmental stages alters the normal innervation of the respiratory tract, perhaps further progressing to wheezing or asthma, as described in children.

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) and Long-Standing Asthma
---------------------------------------------------------------------

COPD comprises a heterogeneous group of pathologies affecting the respiratory tract and pulmonary parenchyma, such as chronic bronchitis and emphysema, which are characterized by an incompletely reversible obstruction to the expiratory flow \[for review ([@B106]--[@B108])\]. Although there are many risk factors, most cases are smoking-related and develop after the fourth decade of life. It manifests with periodic exacerbations due to viral or bacterial respiratory infections, causing an estimated of 3.2 million people deaths yearly worldwide.

Although in asthma airflow obstruction is usually intermittent and reversible, it can progress to an irreversible obstructive pattern, like COPD, in older people with a history of long-standing asthma. Thus, asthma and COPD overlap and converge, sharing three basic common clinical features: airway inflammation and obstruction along with bronchial hyperresponsiveness ([@B109]--[@B112]). Like asthma, COPD treatment is based on the use of inhaled corticosteroids and bronchodilators such as β-adrenergic and anticholinergic drugs, as well as oxygen therapy in some cases ([@B106]).

Regardless of the type of immune response seen in COPD or asthma, airway chronic inflammation may lead by itself to bronchial histo-structural changes usually referred to as "airway remodeling" partly accounting for the phenotypic clinical overlap of asthmatic and COPD patients ([@B109], [@B113]). Although there exist some differences in remodeling patterns between COPD and asthma, both cases are characterized by increased thickness of the basal membrane, changes in the extracellular matrix (fibrosis of the bronchial wall), angiogenesis, increased permeability of mucosal vessels, with hyperplasia/hypertrophy of glandular structures and the bronchial smooth muscle. This increased airway smooth muscle mass is the most important contributor to airway hyperresponsiveness and obstruction ([@B114]).

As well as the parasympathetic bronchial tone was found increased in patients with COPD and asthma, non-neuronal cells -including inflammatory cells and airway structural cells- can synthesize and release ACh ([@B115], [@B116]). Beyond its traditional role as a bronchoconstrictor, ACh may also play a pro-inflammatory immunological role favoring airway remodeling via pro-fibrotic and pro-proliferative mechanisms mediated by muscarinic receptors. In fact, stimulation of muscarinic receptors induces the proliferation of fibroblasts and collagen production. Notably, ACh may play an important role in the increase of bronchial smooth muscle mass, by enhancing the effect of different mediators (TGF-β, epidermal growth factor and platelet-derived growth factor) on proliferation, hypertrophy, and differentiation of smooth myocytes of the airway wall. Current clinical and experimental evidence suggests that anticholinergic drugs, mostly the long-acting tiotropium bromide, may reduce airway remodeling and the degradation of lung function, beyond its bronchodilator effect ([@B117], [@B118]).

As proposed for asthma and acute respiratory infections, chronic bronchial inflammation may lead to a blockade of sympathetic adrenergic transmission, giving rise to a sustained and unopposed increased parasympathetic cholinergic tone, responsible for the irreversibility of the bronchial hyperreactivity, mucus production and bronchoconstriction observed in COPD and long-standing asthma ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The chronic nature of this condition would have prevented any adaptive compensatory program from evolving. Furthermore, since p75NTR can mediate neuronal apoptosis ([@B82]--[@B84]), the adrenergic innervation may be definitively lost in this context.

Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
------------------------

Diabetes mellitus is characterized by a deregulation of carbohydrate, lipid and protein metabolism. There are two major types of diabetes, type 1 (T1DM) and type 2 (T2DM). T2DM is the most common form (accounting for more than 90% of cases) and develops in adult life over a background of peripheral insulin resistance with subsequent exhaustion of pancreatic β cells to produce it ([@B119]). On the other hand, T1DM is an autoimmune disease ([@B120]), presumably caused by T cell-mediated destruction of pancreatic β cells, with inflammation of the islets of Langerhans---insulitis---composed of T cells, B cells, macrophages and dendritic cells---DCs---([@B121]--[@B124]).

The ANS innervates the islets of Langerhans, contributing to the regulation of endocrine pancreas function ([@B7], [@B125]). Accordingly, parasympathetic nerves stimulate insulin secretion whereas sympathetic nerves inhibit basal and glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Regarding autonomic regulation of glucagon secretion, there are three mechanisms of direct stimulation of adrenergic and cholinergic receptors from α cells, which are activated in the brain during hypoglycemia and tend to facilitate glucagon release to normalize glycemia: (1) sympathoadrenal system, which culminates with the release of Adr by the adrenal medulla; (2) islet parasympathetic nerves, eliciting a modest glucagon response; (3) islet sympathetic nerves, that provoke a robust glucagon response ([@B126], [@B127]). It is known that the physiological glucagon response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia is impaired in T1DM, but not in T2DM ([@B128]). Interestingly, Taborsky\'s group linked this impaired glucagon response to a loss of sympathetic innervation of Langerhans islets in the context of the T1DM insulitis ([@B129]).

In fact, rodent models of T1DM (Bio-Breeder rats and NOD mice), in which an impaired glucagon response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia is also observed, showed an early and selective loss of sympathetic innervation in the islets of Langerhans. Such loss does not affect the exocrine pancreas and has not been observed in other models of non-autoimmune diabetes, like streptozotocin-induced diabetes ([@B130], [@B131]). In the above-referred T1DM models, the loss of sympathetic fibers is fully established in the first 2--3 weeks after the onset of diabetes and does not progress any further, thus differing from diabetic neuropathy, due to chronic hyperglycemia, which develops much later in the course of this disease and does progress. It was also shown that islet sympathetic nerve loss was proportional to the degree of invasive insulitis and that could be prevented by blocking lymphocyte infiltration. In another experimental animal model, they demonstrated that p75NTR was required for the loss of islet sympathetic fibers during insulitis, since mice lacking p75NTR retained most of their islet sympathetic nerves ([@B132]). Further studies in pancreas necropsy samples from patients with T1DM and T2DM and non-diabetic controls, revealed a severe loss of sympathetic fibers in islets of T1DM patients, either of recent onset (\<2 weeks) or long-term disease (\>10 years). This loss was observed neither in patients with T2DM nor in the exocrine pancreas of both patients with T1DM and T2DM ([@B133]). Apparently, such early loss of islet sympathetic nerves may be mediated by the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) acting on p75NTR, being unclear which cells within the infiltrated islets of Langerhans will produce this neurotrophin ([@B134]).

As proposed in other cases of chronic inflammation, it may be hypothesized that semaphorins and pro-neurotrophins, produced by immune cells infiltrating the islets of Langerhans in T1DM--or by other cytokine-influenced local cells--act on sympathetic nerves, thus mediating their retraction. P75NTR stimulation may also induce neural apoptosis, with a definitive loss of sympathetic islet innervation ([@B82]--[@B84]). According to Taborsky\'s group ([@B129]), this loss of sympathetic innervation may partly explain the impaired glucagon response to insulin-induced hypoglycemia during T1DM ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Myocardial Infarction-Related Inflammation
------------------------------------------

Myocardial infarction (MI) is one of the most important causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide, with an annual incidence in the United States of 525,000 and 210,000 first and recurrent attacks, respectively. An estimated number of 155,000 silent attacks also occur annually ([@B135]). MI causes sterile inflammation of the myocardium characterized by the recruitment of innate and adaptive IS cells ([@B136], [@B137]). In fact, a rapid influx of neutrophils and monocytes-derived macrophages has been demonstrated, followed by DCs, T cells, B cells, NK, and NKT cells. The resolutive phase of the inflammatory process culminates with apoptosis of immune cells and reparative fibrosis of the necrotic myocardium.

Interestingly, it has been observed that MI causes two distinct types of myocardial sympathetic denervation: a permanent denervation of the infarct area, because of tissue ischemic necrosis, and a transient denervation of viable peri-infarct myocardium ([@B138]). This transient sympathetic denervation of the non-infarct myocardium, apical to the infarct, was demonstrated in dogs, rodents and even in humans, through imaging techniques consisting of the use of radiolabeled compounds ([@B139]--[@B141]). On the other hand, it has also been observed an up-regulation of NGF and BDNF in the infarct myocardium and its viable border zone, respectively ([@B142]). The role of p75NTR in this cardiac sympathetic transient denervation after ischemia has been demonstrated in mice ([@B143]). Three days after MI, it was observed a significant sympathetic denervation in the proximal peri-infarct region in WT mice but not in p75NTR-/- counterparts. Since the loss of sympathetic nerve fibers adjacent to the infarct required p75NTR, it was suggested that ischemia induced the expression of a p75NTR ligand mediating axon degeneration outside of the infarct. In addition, BDNF immunostaining was shown on immune cells, within the infarct area ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

As it is widely known, sympathetic innervation increases heart rate as well as atrial and ventricle contractility, through β~1~-adrenergic stimulation ([@B7]). Some clinical studies have indicated that sympathetic denervation following MI is a risk factor for the development of arrhythmias and cardiac arrest in attack survivors ([@B144]--[@B146]). However, the transient sympathetic denervation of the viable non-infarct myocardium seems to have a minimal impact on the development of electrical complications ([@B138]).

Skin Inflammatory Diseases
--------------------------

Since a common manifestation of cutaneous inflammatory diseases is pruritus, the interest in the investigation of changes in the innervation in these conditions was placed mainly in the sensory fibers and not in the sympathetic ones ([@B147]). As such, it was observed an increase of fibers containing gastrin-releasing peptide and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), both in the dermis and epidermis of patients suffering from atopic dermatitis (AD), as well as in murine models of AD and acute dry skin ([@B148], [@B149]). In these cases, it has also been shown an increased expression of NGF in keratinocytes, as well as a decrease in the expression of semaphorin 3A, which has been shown to inhibit NGF-induced sprouting of sensory nerves ([@B3]--[@B6]). On the other hand, TNF-α was shown to enhance NGF production in human keratinocytes ([@B150]). Likewise, mast cells, and mast cell-derived TNF-α, promoted the elongation of epidermal and dermal PGP 9.5+ nerves and dermal CGRP+ nerves in a mouse model of oxazolone-induced contact hypersensitivity ([@B151]).

Only a few studies evaluated the sympathetic innervation and activity in the skin during inflammation. In frozen tissue sections from skin biopsies of patients with AD, it was observed an increased expression of markers of different fibers by immunohistochemistry, except those for sympathetic fibers (neuropeptide Y and tyrosine-β-hydroxylase). A diminished density of fibers immunolabeled for neuropeptide Y was also observed in biopsies from patients with urticaria and systemic lupus erythematosus skin lesions ([@B152]). In the same line, another group evaluated the electrophysiological functioning of the ANS in patients with AD ([@B153]) and psoriasis ([@B154]). In both cases, a dysfunction in local sympathetic responses was observed, probably accounting for the impairment in sweat glands secretion and skin dryness seen in those conditions ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Colitis
-------

During the 1990s, early degenerative and later regenerative phases of mucosal nerve fibers were reported in the rat acute inflammation model of intestinal infection with the nematode *Nippostrongylus brasiliensis* ([@B155], [@B156]). The type of nerve fibers was not characterized in these studies. A decrease in the NA release from the myenteric plexus of rats infected with *Trichinella spiralis* was also reported in those years ([@B157]). More recently, Boissé et al. ([@B158]) demonstrated an abnormal sympathetic neural activity and decreased NA release from sympathetic nerve fibers in bowels during experimental inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). On the other hand, in a mouse model of dextran sulfate sodium-induced colitis, an inhibition of N-type voltage-gated calcium channels in prevertebral sympathetic neurons was observed ([@B159]). According to this study, this inhibition may explain the decreased NA release observed both in inflamed and uninflamed regions of experimental IBD.

It\'s worth noting that the enteric nervous system constitutes a very complex network, with autonomic extrinsic innervation and neuronal plexuses present in the very wall of the gastrointestinal organs (myenteric and submucosal plexuses), exhibiting intricate interactions ([@B160]). Importantly, authors working in the field agree that intestinal inflammation leads to significant changes in the structure and functionality of nearly all these different nerve fibers ([@B161]--[@B164]). Since many of these neural plasticity phenomena involve non-sympathetic nerve fibers, discussing these issues is beyond the scope of this work. However, as above-referred, concerning changes in local SNS functioning, this neural plasticity mainly comprises an impaired sympathetic activity. Since sympathetic innervation of the gastrointestinal tract modulates motility, blood flow, and secretion, these authors proposed that this impairment may contribute to symptom generation during IBD and intestinal inflammation in general ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Arthritis
---------

Innervation changes were also noted in rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Straub\'s group assessed the presence of sympathetic fibers and sensory nerve fibers by immunohistochemistry in fresh synovial tissue of 52 patients with RA, 59 patients with osteoarthritis (OA) and 26 controls. They observed a significant reduction in sympathetic fibers along with an increased number of sensory nerve fibers in RA patients, compared to OA patients and controls. At the same time, they found an increased semaphorin 3C and BDNF expression by *in situ* hybridization in samples from RA patients, with double immunohistochemistry revealing that these molecules were expressed in macrophages and fibroblasts ([@B165], [@B166]). In the same line, higher plasma levels of BDNF were also observed in RA patients, as compared to controls ([@B167]).

This loss of sympathetic fibers in the joints was consistently replicated in rat type II collagen-induced arthritis \[collaborative studies between Straub\'s group with del Rey and Besedovsky; ([@B168]--[@B170])\]. Since sympathetic stimulation increases vascular tone in articular vessels, regulating vascular permeability, and synovial fluid production ([@B171], [@B172]) its loss does not have major clinical consequences ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Chagas Disease
--------------

Chagas disease is an anthropozoonosis of the American continent, caused by the protozoan *Trypanosoma cruzi*. It affects an estimated 8--10 million people worldwide with 25 million people living in endemic areas of Latin America ([@B173]). Current migration flows have also led to an increased incidence in non-endemic countries ([@B174], [@B175]). Among chronically infected patients, 30--40% can develop organ involvement 10--30 years after acute infection. This chronic phase of the disease is characterized by cardiomyopathy, arrhythmias, and megavisceras like megaesophagus and megacolon. It constitutes a disabling condition, responsible for significant morbidity and mortality among relatively young patients since primo-infection which mostly occurs during childhood in endemic areas is generally symptomless. Whereas the loss of autonomic innervation of involved organs (i.e., the gastrointestinal tract and the myocardium) was found to underlie clinical manifestations decades ago ([@B176]), very little is known about mechanisms leading to this sympathetic and parasympathetic impairment. Auto-immune phenomena secondary to chronic inflammation have been proposed in this regard, but definitive evidence is lacking ([@B177]). To the best of my knowledge, the existence of inflammation-related neural plasticity in affected organs during chronic Chagas disease has not been investigated so far but would be worth testing.

Sympathetic Plasticity as a Whole: Potential Clinical and Immunological Significance
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The clinical and experimental evidence reviewed here points out to a neural plasticity phenomenon in inflamed non-lymphoid tissues with a particular focus on changes involving sympathetic nerve fibers, the branch of the ANS that is thought to be the main regulator of the activity of the IS ([@B8]--[@B11]). ACh-immunomodulatory action has also been shown ([@B178], [@B179]), depending on the integrity of the SNS pathway, as well as an immunomodulatory action of the sensory fibers through different neuropeptides ([@B180], [@B181]). Most authors reporting innervation changes in SLOs and non-lymphoid tissues during an inflammatory/immunological response interpreted these findings as pathological and non-specific phenomena ([@B1]). On the contrary, there are firm reasons to believe they correspond to a specific neural plasticity adaptive mechanism -leading to a decreased sympathetic activity during such a situation-, likely mediated by neurotrophins and semaphorins acting on their receptors.

Regarding the clinical consequences of decreased sympathetic activity during inflammation, it is worth remembering that SNS modulate nearly all physiological functions, i.e., cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, respiratory, endocrine, sexual, and temperature regulation, transmitting signals from the central nervous system (CNS) and favoring the homeostatic adaptation to different situations ([@B7]). Then, as commented in the present work, an autonomic dysfunction would become clinically evident in many organs and tissues during inflammation, partially accounting for symptom generation and clinical manifestations. This would be particularly true in situations in which compensatory programs counterbalancing the impact of an autonomic blockade during the inflammatory/immunological response were insufficient or had failed to evolve ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As above stated, this may apply to chronic inflammatory diseases, hypersensitivity reactions (maladaptive immune reactions *per se*), or protracted immune responses failing to eradicate pathogens (i.e., prolonged septicemia). On the other hand, compensatory mechanisms against sympathetic blockade may involve the release of catecholamines by the adrenal medulla -as proposed for shock- or perhaps peptides/amines release by cells from the diffuse neuroendocrine system, present in different organs, since these compounds parallel in some cases ANS actions ([@B182]). Provided this hypothesis is true, sympathetic dysfunction may be at the basis of pathophysiological processes in different inflammatory conditions, opening new research horizons and future directions for novel therapeutic approaches.

As to the immunological significance of the proposed sympathetic neural plasticity mechanism, it may be addressed to change the way by which the NS modulates the IS in its diverse functional-associated activation states. Then, it is necessary to underscore issues about the influence of SNS on IS, both in SLOs and in non-lymphoid organs, along with evidence indicating how the immune response develops in the absence of sympathetic nerves. Importantly, the immune processes that occur in the peripheral non-lymphoid tissues and the SLOs are diverse. In general, DCs recognize, capture and process a given antigen in peripheral tissues and then mature and migrate to SLOs where priming takes place. Subsequently, activated adaptive immune cells are recruited into tissues where the antigen is expressed. Cells of innate immunity are also recruited to the target tissue to eliminate non-self-antigens ([@B183]). The SNS has been shown to influence most of these processes ([@B8]--[@B11]), modulating the different phases of the immune response. But what happens if the sympathetic nerve fibers are not there? Does this process still develop in the same way?

First, as regards to priming in SLOs in absence of sympathetic fibers, to the best of my knowledge, there are no *ad hoc* experiments. Nevertheless, some evidence concerning this was reported in a study employing superantigens, which usually induce a strong proliferative response followed by clonal deletion of a substantial portion of defined VβT cells, with the remaining cells displaying *in vitro* anergy ([@B184], [@B185]). Del Rey and Besedovsky observed that sympathetic denervation prior to the superantigen staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) challenge resulted in decreased SEB-induced T cell proliferation and IL-2 production while hindering the specific deletion of splenic CD4Vβ8 cells seen in intact animals ([@B186], [@B187]). In the same sense, mice lacking dopamine β-hydroxylase (and hence unable to produce NA or Adr but capable of dopamine production) have normal numbers of blood leukocytes, as well as normal T and B cell development and *in vitro* function. However, when challenged *in vivo* with *Listeria monocytogenes* or *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, they are more susceptible to infection displaying an impaired T cell function, and Th1 cytokine production ([@B188]). Similarly, in a murine tuberculosis model, sympathetic denervation with 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) at the time of mouse infection led to a three-fold higher pulmonary bacillary load at different time-points post-infection. Treated mice also showed a significant increase in the lung parenchyma affected by pneumonia, along with a significant decrease of pro-inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-12, and IL-17. The same trend of results was observed when administering α/β adrenergic antagonists from day one of infection ([@B189]). Likewise, injection of 6-OHDA into rat lateral ventricles--leading to a significant reduction of brain and splenic catecholamine contents--is known to result in a decreased lymphocyte proliferation from spleen and peripheral blood samples, as well as a reduced splenic IL-2 and IFN-γ production and IL-2 mRNA expression ([@B190]). Coincidently, mice injected intrastriatally with 6-OHDA have impaired resistance to *L. monocytogenes* along with a reduced immune response to keyhole limpet hemocyanin ([@B191]). Rat studies also revealed an age-associated decline in sympathetic innervation in the SLOs accompanied by a significant reduction in IL-2 and IFN-γ production, and T cell proliferation ([@B192]). Moreover, peripheral sympathectomy induced by 6-OHDA has been shown to significantly increase CD4+Foxp3+ Treg compartment within SLOs in mice, inhibiting the induction of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis ([@B193], [@B194]).

On the other hand, it is well-known that whereas preganglionic sympathetic neurons lie in the intermediate zone of the thoracolumbar spinal cord, sympathetic premotor neurons, and sympathetic neurons antecedent to them, are located in the brain stem, hypothalamus, and telencephalon. Thus, CNS injury affecting those centers may lead to significant changes in SLOs\' sympathetic activity, probably influencing the immune response. Remarkably, patients with CNS damage are known to present a secondary immunodeficiency---CNS injury-induced immunodepression---([@B195]--[@B200]), characterized by an impaired T- and NK-cell function, both in the acute and chronic phases of the CNS injury. High levels of circulating catecholamines---most likely from adrenal origin---, along with increased plasma corticosteroids levels are observed in the acute phase of CNS injury, as a part of an acute stress response ([@B195]--[@B201]). Since the immunosuppressive effect of NA is widely accepted ([@B8]--[@B11]), most authors linked CNS injury-induced immunodepression to an alleged increased SNS activity. However, direct evidence concerning SNS innervation state and activity in lymphoid organs after CNS injury is lacking; for which such immunosuppressive state may be due instead to a loss of noradrenergic nerve fibers integrity within the spleen. In the same sense, decreased cell-mediated immune functions were related to chronic stress and major depressive disorder ([@B202]). In both situations, changes in corticosteroid and catecholamines plasma levels along with splenic histological alterations were found ([@B203], [@B204]), setting the basis for future studies addressing whether such alterations are accompanied by modifications in the splenic noradrenergic fibers activity and structure.

Secondly, concerning the point on how inflammation in non-lymphoid organs develops in the absence of sympathetic innervation, studies in this setting also revealed a reduced recruitment of immune cells to target sites. In patients who developed autoimmune pathologies following a hemiplegia-associated CNS injury, there were unilateral cases of RA ([@B205]), scleroderma skin changes ([@B206]), psoriatic arthritis ([@B207]), and asymmetric rheumatoid vasculitis ([@B208]), with unique or predominant involvement of the neurologically non-compromised side. In the same line, a patient developing RA after human immunodeficiency virus-1 infection and hemiplegia experienced a complete clinical remission only in the paralytic limbs ([@B209]). Since all these patients with stroke and autoimmune disorders not only presented a deficient motor and sensory innervation but also an autonomic one, it was early thought that these surprising phenomena were due to sympathetic dysfunction. As a matter of fact, in the early '50 sympathectomy was used in the treatment of RA with satisfactory results ([@B210]). In the same line, patients with stroke showed a significant correlation of side asymmetries between delayed-type hypersensitivity responses and axon reflex vasodilation, a cutaneous test used to assess sympathetic activity ([@B211]).

Experimentally, a couple of studies in rat models of RA showed that the prior destruction of the sympathetic innervation by injection of 6-OHDA drastically reduced the joint inflammation compared to untreated controls ([@B212], [@B213]). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in these models not only joints but also SLOs were sympathetically denervated, for which such reduced joint inflammation may be due to a lack of sympathetic action both on priming and migration of inflammatory cells to joints. More recently, Stangenberg et al. ([@B214]) designed an elegant model of experimental arthritis in which a group of mice was unilaterally paralyzed by transecting the sciatic and femoral nerves from one hindlimb. These animals developed asymmetrical arthritis, with highly attenuated inflammation of the denervated paw. To explain results, they studied the transcriptome of endothelial cells (ECs) of denervated hind paws to find that the expression of several genes coding for proteins involved in controlling vascular permeability, rolling, adhesion, and transmigration of immune cells was altered, either negatively or positively. This evidence may be taken to imply that vascular innervation may provide signals to ECs that regulate the transmigration of immune cells. While this denervation-related protective effect could not be associated with a single nerve quality in the above-mentioned work (i.e., with the sympathetic, parasympathetic, or sensory nerves), it is worth reminding that most if not all vessels only possess sympathetic innervation. Hence, the presence of sympathetic fibers seems to be essential for immune cells to infiltrate peripheral tissues.

When addressing the potential immunological significance of decreased noradrenergic activity during an ongoing immune response, Besedovsky and del Rey stated that it represents "*a way of releasing immune cells from the inhibitory effects of NA*" ([@B215]). This is in line with the immunosuppressive effect of NA, mainly by acting on β-ARs, the most accepted action of the ANS on immune cells ([@B8]--[@B11]). Although this may be true, evidence discussed in this section indicates that prior presence of noradrenergic fibers is necessary for the effector immune response to start normally, both in the SLOs as in non-lymphoid peripheral tissues, with increased sympathetic activity at the very onset of such response likely exerting a pro-inflammatory effect ([@B11], [@B216]--[@B219]). These apparently opposed actions may depend on a different neurotransmitter concentration, distinct types of receptor stimulation, the existence of cotransmitters acting concomitantly, the timing of neurotransmitters release, the different receptor expression pattern and the type and activation state of the immune cells ([@B11], [@B220]), among other factors probably acting *in vivo*. While discussing these issues is beyond the scope of the present work, provided this neural plasticity program does actually occur once the IS is fully activated, it may also represent a sort of "extrinsic" neural-regulated mechanism of peripheral immune tolerance, encompassing cell-mediated innate and adaptive immune responses, probably attempting to limit their extent and magnitude. Hypothetically, within SLOs where priming occurs, once the IS is already activated against a specific antigen, this mechanism would prevent new antigenic challenges from leading to further and successive immune activations, potentially detrimental. In this way, during an ongoing immune response against a given antigen, the IS would remain in a kind of "relative refractory state" for other antigens. On the other hand, in non-lymphoid organs and tissues during active inflammation, the proposed mechanism would preclude a massive recruitment of immune cells to the target site, once cells needed to clear the antigen are already there, and hence hindering more tissue damage. Under such evolutionary pressure, this neural plasticity mechanism might have evolved.

Additional findings favoring the present hypothesis come from the field of neuroscience. The emergence of the placenta allowed viviparity in most mammals, affording survival advantages, like a more complex fetal development and protection. Nevertheless, since the fetus represents a semi-allogeneic graft expressing paternally inherited alloantigens, the establishment of local mechanisms ensuring tolerance by the maternal innate and adaptive IS are essential. In this way, several overlapping mechanisms protect the fetus from the maternal IS ([@B221]--[@B224]). As known for several decades, during pregnancy the uterus undergoes an extensive axonal degeneration of sympathetic fibers followed by regeneration after delivery ([@B225]). This remarkable neural plasticity process is mediated by a range of molecules produced by the myometrium under estrogen\'s influence, including neurotrophins and pro-neurotrophins acting on Trk receptors and p75NTR, and proteins of the semaphorins family ([@B226]--[@B233]). The significance of this phenomenon is presently unknown. However, when considering the complex relationship between the IS and the SNS, and the viviparity need of an immune-privileged uterus, this neural plasticity process may emerge as an additional mechanism of peripheral immune tolerance allowing pregnancy.

Another important issue to consider is the effect that changes in tissue innervation may have on DCs, which link the innate and the adaptive immune responses and migrate from peripheral tissues to SLOs. Several years ago, Maestroni showed that DCs expressed functional ARs, with receptor stimulation being able to affect their migration, cytokine production, Th1 and Th17 polarization capacities, and antigen uptake ([@B234]--[@B240]). Other groups showed that DCs also express functional dopamine receptors through which dopamine---the precursor of NA in sympathetic terminals---, may also modify DCs-mediated Th2 differentiation, CD4+ T cell activation, and Th17 differentiation ([@B241], [@B242]). Nevertheless, while the SNS exerts a marked influence on multiple DCs functions \[for review ([@B243])\], the same neurotransmitter can mediate different and apparently opposed effects depending on the receptor interactions. Perhaps *in vitro* experiments and the use of agonists/antagonists of adrenergic or dopaminergic receptors may not faithfully reproduce what happens *in vivo*. On the other hand, sympathetic fibers also release cotransmitters like ATP and neuropeptide Y ([@B244]) that probably may affect DCs functions, as suggested for peptidergic nerve fibers ([@B245]), and hence relevant considering that sensory innervation seems to be increased in inflamed non-lymphoid tissues ([@B147]--[@B149], [@B151]). Taken together, there seems to be no conclusive experimental evidence as to the meaning of an immune response to an antigen presented by DCs coming from a peripheral tissue lacking sympathetic innervation or having other possible changes such as increased sensory innervation. Whatever the case, if the retraction of the sympathetic terminals does really represent an extrinsic mechanism of peripheral immune tolerance, DCs migrating from tissues with reduced sympathetic innervation may convey tolerance.

Although much work is needed to corroborate or not the experimental consequences of this hypothesis, it could have a critical impact on fundamental clinical settings wherein peripheral immune tolerance mechanisms are put into place, like transplantation, cancer, and autoimmune pathology, as well as in mucosal immune tolerance ([@B246]--[@B248]). Accordingly, it seems crucial to study the sympathetic innervation state in these circumstances, both in SLOs and in non-lymphoid target tissues.
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